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I hope by the time this reaches you that the worst of our storms are over and you can arrive
at practices without driving through floods. Traditional dance has been in the news with the
resurgence of the row over whether the Bacup Easter Saturday performance by Britannia
Coconut Dancers will be able to go ahead – it was suggested the event can only go ahead with
the band and dancers performing on the pavement! As I write I understand the team intends
to go ahead regardless but this may change.
Chloe Metcalfe - when not writing her thesis about costume (read on) - has been stirring up
debate in various media, most recently in the Morris Federation Newsletter, over the issue of
blacking up and the issue of disguise or not. I have just returned from Whittlesey Straw Bear
festival where there were plenty of black and other coloured faces, but what struck me this
time was the number of teams who are making their kit winter-appropriate and were wearing
matching kit-coloured woolly gloves! Interestingly the festival seems to be attracting more
non-Molly or Plough teams who are prepared to brave our winter climate.
Looking to the future we have perspectives on younger dancers and exchange visits within UK,
Scandinavia and North America, including Jan Elliott talking about her experiences teaching all
sorts of dance in the US while Laurel Swift continues to work on folk projects, most recently
with Maple Morris and Morris Offspring (to whom she officially bid farewell at Sidmouth in
August 2013!). Thanks to Andy Hilditch for excelling himself on cartoon contributions.
I was saddened to read on the Morris Ring website of the death last month of Steve Adamson
– former treasurer of the Ring for many years. I met him aeons ago through being on the
Morris Federation committee and found him to be a sympathetic and amusing character. He
will be missed by many.
Beth Neill
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Historicism and Modernity: English Folk Dance Costumes for Clog and
Sword Dancing. Bath Spa University
(MA Investigating Fashion Design)
This thesis began consciously in 2012 following my undergraduate research into morris
costumes ‘Rags, Bells and Baldrics: A Study of Morris Dance Costumes, Past, Present and
Future’. As I was keen to research into the costumes worn for other types of English folk
dance my 20,000 word MA thesis focused on clog and sword dance costumes.
Throughout the essay I used the terms Historicism and Modernity to refer to two different
costume aesthetics. Simplistically, one which points towards the past (breeches/ hoggers/
caps/ aprons etc) and one which is situated in the present (plain clothing/ all black/ minimal
etc). Other issues were also considered which fed into these two broader categories including:
preservationism (fossilization), regionalism, nostalgia and gender. The work was divided into 5
fairly self contained sections:
Firstly I considered the costumes used in the First Folk Dance Revival. Whilst trying not to
polarise Sharp and Neal the costume choice by the two did seem to fittingly highlight their
different approaches to folk dance. Mary Neal followed in the escapist footsteps of earlier
romantic presentations of morris. She adopted a very picturesque, rural approach: the women
attired in attractive peasant style dresses and the men adorned with a plethora of ribbons.
Sharp commissioned the well known contemporary theatre designer Norman Wilkinson to
create the costumes for the EFDS display team. They were minimal in design deliberately
opposed to ‘Merrie Englandism’. The costumes formed part of Sharp’s vision to re-connect the
people with their folk heritage and were deliberately designed to be timeless rather than stuck
in the time.
In ‘Folklorisation and Preservationism in Traditional Sword Teams’ the costumes of four
traditional long sword teams were examined: Grenoside, Handsworth, Flamborough and the
Goathland Plough Stots. Using published material these teams’ costumes were explored along
with theories about the adaptation of certain features, for example, the fisherman’s gansy
(Flamborough) or militaristic elements (Handsworth and Grenoside). The continuations of
these early 20th costume elements were examined as a conscious preservationism,
deliberately choosing to replicate (to varying degrees) older costumes. This was linked to the
awareness of the participants who see the dance as having local and/or wider national
importance. Their distinctive costumes are seen as important in promoting the unique history
and authenticity of the teams.
‘Clog Dance Costumes and the 1970s Folk Dance Revival’ examined the choice of costumes for
women’s clog (sometimes also including North West) teams in the 1970s. After an exploration
of 19th century sources this chapter sought to explain the popularity of the historicised ‘mill
girl’ aesthetic favoured by the clog revival. This was done through exploring wider cultural
issues including an increased interest in 19th century domesticity seen in fashion and interior
decoration and increased interest in regionalism and the industrial past. I also examined
internal revival issues such as: rebellion against the ‘frumpy’ 1930s EFDS endorsed festival
dress (blouse, circle skirt and waistcoat/bodice), making a comparatively ‘new’ (in revival
terms) folk dance form look authentic and promoting a safe femininity with appropriate styles
of dance and dress which would have been complementary, rather than threatening, to
conventionally masculine forms of dance (predominately Cotswold morris).
In my penultimate chapter ‘Competition and Standardisation in Rapper Costume’ the rise in
popularity of the modern hogger (long shorts/loose breeches) was explored. This chapter
summarised the costume choice of late 19th century/early 20th century teams examining, for
example, the use of zouave bolero style jackets. The rest of the chapter then focuses on
essentially one garment - the modern hogger. Within the last 20 years hoggers have become
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the item for male teams to wear if they want to appear to be ‘serious’. The rise in popularity of
this garment is linked to a bigger rift between rapper and multiple performance style teams
(who are less common in 2013 than they were 20 years ago) which often performed rapper
along multiple other styles but normally to below competition standard. Hoggers which were
endorsed as a more ‘authentic’ garment worn by traditional teams not only gave a stronger
regional/occupational identity to the dance but importantly also provided a distinctly masculine
alternative to breeches or trousers.
Lastly I considered the modernisation trend (minimal decoration, increased use of black etc). I
hypothesised a number of often not mutually exclusive reasons for this including the
mirroring of general clothing trends, the desire to be taken seriously by other dancers and the
general public, the impact of River Dance which presented traditional dance in a new exciting
and sartorially toned down manner and the mostly non-competitive nature of English folk
dances where the problems of designing by committee and aiming to please the team are
prioritised above most external considerations.
Chloe Metcalfe
October 2013
You can find information about my research at:
http://bathspa.academia.edu/ChloeMetcalfe/Articles
If you would like to contact/inform/discuss/reproach me about my research please e-mail:
Chloe.e.metcalfe@gmail.com
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The Great Morris Exchange
Morris Offspring sparked back into life at Pinewoods Camp in 2009. The G&T-fuelled deal
made was an exchange between Maple Morris and the then-dormant Morris Offspring.
Two
years and 4 practices later, most of Offspring barely knew the dances, let alone each other
when Maple Morris arrived in England in July 2011. By the end of the second week all 38 of us
felt like we’d been friends forever. Must Come Down was just an incredible project.
Offspring’s new lifespan was determined by the time it took for the return trip to North
America and luckily Maple quickly decided that a year wasn’t long enough to plan our visit.
Fast-forward through a manic 18 months and we’re preparing for ‘The Furnace’, our final tour,
Easter 2013 with Faustus. Faustus were brilliant to work with. They nailed the music for
everything from The Worm (my 18-minute epic), to Elves (Ben Moss’s stick-hanky dance), to
Trad Mash (our last minute new piece) and our classics, Blue and Red. Trad Mash features the
same figure in different traditions alongside each other in the same set.
In preparation for tour, Cat Radford drilled us on morris style, got us dancing better together
and understanding technical distinctions between various traditions. A breakthrough moment
in the tour preparations was an exercise led by Ben Dunks. A line of dancers with their back to
the audience turn around one-at-a-time, holding the audience’s gaze for a moment, before
moving away. Ben kept us at it until suddenly the personalities of each individual in the team
began to shine through and hold the whole space. This was the step that brought The Furnace
to life.
One minibus, 1 van, 14 dancers, 4 musicians, 1 lighting designer, lots of metalwork, 1 unicorn
and 1 wild boar on the road together for 7 days. The Sage Gateshead, Lincoln, Cambridge,
Artrix Bromsgrove, Cecil Sharp House in London and Exeter Phoenix. All the venues were
really welcoming and the audiences fantastic. The last two gigs were sold out and were both
like coming home. I’ll never quite forgive myself for deciding not to film the London show, in
which every single second was the best we have ever danced in the 10 years of the team. We
did film Exeter, which also had a great atmosphere (DVD available!).
Tour was awesome. Everything stands out; we simply fell from one shared moment to the
next. Touring dance is gruelling, crammed in the minibus, looking for food or hanging around
in grimy backstage corridors trying to warm up enough to stretch. The schedule was constant
and despite having 19 people on the road we did surprisingly little waiting around. Crazy
logistics disappeared behind the companionship, the shows and the constant supply of
adrenaline. Emma Thompson drew our shadows up the walls in technicolour, Faustus played
like superheroes, and Offspring just gave everything.
We did an open-air Hastings gig in June, for which Hattie Vail learnt the entire show from
videos. The backstage was two gazebos and we finally discovered that the stick dancers
(entering stage right) way of preparing for the show was identical to the hanky dancers (stage
left): dancing like nutters to Faustus’s opening song. Good.
Less than a month later we touched down in Boston for the long awaited return-trip to Maple.
Ben Moss had already been there 2 weeks so he could teach Elves, and a few others spent
time in New York. We started at Pinewoods camp, writing dances, swimming in lakes, singing
and doing Scottish Country dancing. Then onto Boston to dance out with local teams under a
glorious sunset and a little bit more partying. We made an incredible amount of material in a
short space of time.
‘Rootbound’, Maple’s first show-creation was performed to a packed audience (about 90%
morris dancers, very nerve-wracking!), who were completely and utterly blown away. The
show had a narrative, two masked characters, the fool and the child whose story unfolded
through dance and music. The whole thing was a massive high. Then an 8-hour drive to
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Canada, starting out in 9 cars and arriving in 8, having picked up all 4 passengers from the car
that lost a wheel. More rehearsing, with the addition of Jo Maher’s oboe. The Toronto show
also went brilliantly and we had more amazing parties in houses that had multiple balconies!
The Toronto morris community made us super-welcome too, we had some great sings and
shared countless moments. We returned home via Niagara Falls, fruit-picking and more lakes
in Vermont. Wow. Epic trip. Just epic.
Sidmouth. That last gig was so packed and the pressure was incredible. We had Emma’s
lights, Faustus were on fine form. We also had our first ever dancer-totally-incapacitated midshow. But as Lisa Heywood said at our farewell party the next day, “if I hadn’t watched most
of the show from the sidelines thinking ‘I look for Dave here, I dance this with Jack, I’m in
sync with Jenny now’, then I never would have realized that Offspring dances are all about the
moments. Offspring is all about the moment.”
It’s fair to say we all learnt a lot along the way! Offspring is about the details, the vibe, about
being part of a team that pushes itself. We’ve done things we’ll never get to do again. We’ve
had some amazing opportunities to bring music, dance, people and performance together and
Maple has been a massive part of that. Cultural exchange, eh?
It can take a surprising number of people to light a match and we have had a massive amount
of support, particularly from my Mum and EFDSS. However it takes a true team to keep the
fire burning, and the massive commitment, effort and sheer joy in dancing that each member
of Offspring has shown is amazing. It’s been a pleasure and it’s been a privilege.
Laurel Swift
January 2014
Editor’s note – I was at the farewell show at Sidmouth and it was truly magnificent. I think all
the audience felt the atmosphere too.

Guise Dancing in St Ives and West Penwith
‘When is a dance not a dance?’ When it’s west of the Tamar judging by first impressions in
Padstow in 1994, notwithstanding the Furry dance at Helston notated by Cecil Sharp. On a
repeat visit to St Ives, I was reminded of the Cornish practice of ‘guise dancing’ so thought to
find out more. Above all, is or was there anything that might justify its appellation as a
‘dance,’ allowing for the possibility that one historical non-dictionary definition of ‘dance’ might
legitimise the absence of any shuffling of feet and/or body movement in time to music! For
consistency, guise dancing’ or ‘guising’ is used in this text when other authors have ‘geese
dancing’ or ‘guizing’ in theirs.
Guise dancing was observed in the late 19th century by Cornish antiquarian M A Courtney who
reported the practice had been largely eliminated by 1890 in Penzance due to a decline in the
traditional nature of the celebrations and a rise in anti-social behaviour. However, the practice
could be found in St Ives, Newlyn and Mousehole. Mummer's Day in Padstow is considered by
many to be the last form of traditional guise dancing left, but is distinguished by the use of
different music and lack of masks, which are replaced in the west of the county by blackened
faces. Masks are the most notable feature of guise dancers, both historic and modern. ‘Bal
masqué’ is a common type of mask on display, with animal masks, and plainer masks also
present.
William Bottrell in his book, ‘Traditions and Hearthside Stories of West Cornwall’ (1870–80),
describes in detail the guise dancers in Penzance, including their traditional costume, where he
says: “During the early part of the nineteenth century, the costume of the guise dancers often
consisted of such antique finery as would now raise envy in the heart of a collector. The chief
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glory of the men lay in their cocked hats which were surmounted with plumes and decked with
streamers and ribbons. The girls were no less magnificently attired with steeple crowned hats,
stiff bodied gowns, bag skirts or trains and ruffles hanging from their elbows.”
Writing in 1934, A K Hamilton Jenkin, says “The period between Christmas Day and Twelfth
Night is still celebrated in West Cornwall by guise dancing. During the season, the streets of St
Ives and the villages around Penzance are nightly paraded by parties of young people attired
in strange costumes. In most cases, the boys are dressed as girls, and the girls as boys. Some
of them cleverly represent historical characters; others are merely disguised with blackened
faces and Nottingham face veils. Down to a hundred years ago, the guise-dancers in Cornwall
… used to enter the kitchens of the larger house, where they would act the old play of St
George and the Dragon. … The party is introduced by ‘old Father Christmas’. Then a fight
takes place between St George and the Turkish Knight in which the latter is slain. He is
revived, however by the now comic ‘Doctor’ and has another set-to with St George. Finally,
both the Turkish Knight and his companion, ‘the Dragon’ are killed, and their bodies dragged
off the stage by ‘old Beelzebub’.”
This description, Hamilton Jenkin acknowledges, mirrors the Christmas hero-combat mummers
play (and Easter pace-egg play) known elsewhere in the country. Other 19th century sources
echo the description given of the costumes and disguise. Writing in 1881, Robert Hunt adds,
“… thus dressed (they) visit neighbours … dance … make jokes … and the spirit of drollery and
wit kept among the people. Music and dancing … are kept with liquor, then proceed to next
house and carry on the same sport … guise dancing is done in nearly every town and village…”
Most text-books are equally economical in their scope. However, Merv, Alison and Jowdy
Davey have evidently researched the custom in far greater detail than alluded to in their book,
‘Scoot Dances, Troyls, Furrys and Tea Treats – the Cornish Dance Tradition’, published in 2009
complete with in-depth newspaper research. Cornwall more than most counties embraced
Wesleyanism, the upshot of which being that airs of respectability started to dominate the
area and any rowdyism was stamped out. In 1900 Edward Hain, The Mayor of St Ives banned
guise dancing in the town, the local newspaper supporting “every man and woman having any
pretensions to moral refinement in the parish.” The same report describes the event as a
“parade (of) the principle streets, many being ‘dressed up’, shouting, singing, dancing, and an
indulgence in a rough kind of play which sometimes ends in broken heads, broken glass and
belabouring one another with anything handy in the form of a cudgel … Some of whom under
the influence of drink, perform sundry antics which, for vulgarity, would be hard to beat.”
Cyril Noall, in his ‘The Story of St Ives’ quoting an unidentified source, described how the town
was “literally given up to a lawless mob, who go about yelling and hooting in an unearthly
manner, in a tone between a screech and a howl, so as to render their voices
undistinguishable as their buffoon-looking dresses” adding that “some of the performers would
get up a little play about Old Father Christmas or Bold Saint George, and go from house to
house giving performances of it.”
The Great War put a stop to such displays, with a more genteel mode of practice until the
Second World War. In St Ives, the custom was regulated by the St Ives Old Cornwall Society
as a guise dance parade from 1925 onwards. Clearly by this time, guise dancing was adopted
by younger children. Although a short story written by one-time mayor Beryl James in her
anthology ‘Cornish Faist’ published in 1979, in her dialectic tale ‘Guise Dancing’ tells of one
family where the narrator’s brother Matthey courts his Lizzie Catherine with intending to
propose marriage to her on the occasion by the local time-honoured custom of slipping on a
‘keeper’ or engagement ring to his betrothed – only to mistake her for love rival Sarah Jane as
the disguises were so good!
The scene is described thus (in standard English): “…there was a dozen of us in the party, we
all met at a friend’s house down Pudding Bag Lane … near to Lifeboat Slipway… Anyway, the
guise-dancing night finally arrived, and we all dressed up. I remember Matthey all starry-eyed
in my mother’s old dress and apron and grandma’s black cape and ditty bag, with his face
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blackened with a bit of black lead from the slab. Honor and me wore trousers and father’s
guernseys with our hair all pushed under old caps; we used a bit of black lead too! … we had
some good times. We called on Alderman Tom-Henry Hicks who was the mayor, and he gave
us a drink of tea and some saffron cake made with real butter! And then we made fun of him,
but he didn’t mind at all. Then we went to Bailey’s Lane to my grandfather and grandmother,
who gave us a drop of homemade sloe wine. After that, we danced to Quay Street and round
to Wheal Dream.” In the story, ‘Matthey’ is aged 24 years and is the oldest in the group, his
three sisters being four or more years his junior.
Lena and Donald Bray in ‘St Ives Heritage’ talk about the event as a “nightly frolic between
Christmas Day and Twelfth Night. There was not much dancing about it. Bands of mainly
young people, men masquerading as women and women as men, all veiled or black-faced,
came in through the front door … to drink a toast, crack a joke or two while we tried to guess
who they were, and perhaps sing a song we would all join in. One party of guise dancers used
to drop in after Christmas ..to present a rehearsed programme for good measure (and an
adequate reward!).”
In 1936, the BBC recorded and broadcast extracts from the Guise dancers’ performance of the
song ‘Turkey Rhubarb’, but there is no trace of it in the archives made available to
researchers.
Douglas Williams in his ‘Festivals of Cornwall’ adds little more, suffice to add that his “first
experience of theatre came at this time from the last of the gallant ‘Guise Dancers.’ The
Second World War and the ‘blackout’ put an end to much of this door-to-door entertainment.
It was colourful and a little frightening, but as most of the participants were of stalwart
Methodist background, there was little real mischief and no malice”. Hardly, as he goes on to
say, like in “one Cornish town, a hundred years ago or more, who were described as a terror
to the respectable inhabitants.”
Down the West Penwith coast at Mousehole up until the Second World War, there was less age
demarcation. The custom took place a fortnight after Christmas when Nettie Pender tells us:
“young and old would dress up. They wore masks and feigned their voices so that sometimes
people on whom they called could not guess their identity. Some would sing and others play
mouth-organs and concertinas. I was very young when I first saw the guise dancing. It was
just after Christmas, and I was in the house alone with my mother when we heard such a
crowd of people going by. On going to the door to see what the noise was, we saw a crowd of
people going by dressed up in all sorts of funny clothes. They all went in the Keigwin
bakehouse and my mother and I followed them. They were guise dancers. They acted that
night King George and the Dragon. The play commenced with this verse:In comes I King George with courage bold;
If your blood is hot, I‘ll make it cold;
In comes old Father Christmas, welcome or welcome not;
I hope old Father Christmas will never be forgot.
I’m not come here to laugh or sneer,
But I’d love a drop of your Ginger Beer.
I’m not here to laugh or sneak,
But give us a piece of your Christmas Cake.”
So, the tradition is dead. Long live the Revival – or perhaps, ‘revivals’! In 1978, guise dancing
in St Ives was revived at the instigation of mayor and Lelant Hydro owner, Keith Slocombe
with the help of a Cornishman resident in London, Dave Lobb. Dave was head of the ‘Graund
Order of Guisers’ which set about reviving some of the old customs in London, including the
Jack in the Green, milkmaids’ garlands, general May Day pageantry, and processional giants.
Its members came from Hammersmith, Blackheath, Earls of Essex, New Esperance and Dacre
morris teams, among others. Lobb’s father and grandfather were both involved in the custom,
and the historical descriptions of the costumes worn gave them ample scope to put together
something tangible.
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For the purpose of the event, guising was amalgamated with another local custom of ‘hurling
the Silver Ball’ in the first weekend in February, their so-called ‘Feast Monday’. Slocombe
describes “in the currently popular form, Guise Dancing is more than just a processional dance
with set one, two, three hop steps. There are free circular moving episodes where the
processing couples of either sex grab bystanders to draw them into the dance. Little girls in
white and colours dance close to the Ivy Man. The veiled dancers and the ivy ‘Green Man’
present oranges to babes in arms and the elderly sick with ivy leaves blessed in the holy well
for luck. The town Mayor in full robes, carries the Silver Ball in a nest of ivy to the well for
blessing and sees that many babes in arms and the sick in bed have a touch of the silver
repository of the town’s ancient spirit and life.”
A number of features borrowed from other calendar customs were incorporated into the
revival. The distribution of oranges is reminiscent to the role of the ‘Orange Scrambler’ on
Hock Tuesday at Hungerford, Berkshire. The ‘little girls in white and colours’ recall the John
Knill celebration cited in my recent article in this magazine1. The ivy-clad ‘green man’ seems
to have been total invention inspired by 19th century folklore references allied to that of the
Jack in the Green custom recently revived in Deptford by Fowlers Troop. Significantly, there is
no mention of house-to-house visits or general mayhem. Gone too, is the quasi-Mummers
play.
Sarah Crofts, who today coordinates Fowlers Troop, took part in this revival from 1983 to
1988. She recalled that a medley of tunes was used in the procession, key of which was ‘The
Rogues’ March’, along with ‘Bodmin Riding’, ‘Trelawney’, ‘Falmouth Polka’, ‘Redowa’, and
others not necessarily of a Cornish nature. The dance, as such, comprised a snake or ‘serpent’
dance inspired by the local tradition. The revival was significant enough for an entrepreneurial
photographer to publish postcards of the event ca. 1985 as far afield as Tintagel, its pseudoauthenticity enhanced by a sepia finish!
This revival did not met with universal approval. The Daveys comment, “despite this pedigree
(of the ‘Graund Order’), enthusiasm for the event from the community in St Ives seems to
have been a little muted, possibly because it was never part of the original tradition, and as
many of the dancers came from outside of St Ives and Cornwall, there was also an issue
around ownership. The fact remains, however, that custom was kept alive, and by the 1990s,
the Graund Order of Guisers had been replaced by a group of local musicians …” His next
remark at least infers that the audience was substantial in its early days.
In 1989, this guising was less well-supported and the numbers of participants and audience
reducing. One correspondent to the local newspaper commented this was “not surprising as
guise dancing should be a spontaneous activity and was never traditionally associated with the
feast (in February)”. Dave Lobb on being interviewed by Merv Davey commented they “had
been a bit too rowdy for the people of St Ives who were a bit reserved.” St Ives resident Will
Barber was quite enthusiastic, saying “‘they were out to have a bit of fun. It was quite a good
thing really. We all liked it.” Sarah Crofts adds that returning the tradition to the locals was
“what Dave Lobb and all of us wanted”. So, mission seemingly accomplished!
By then, the guising had become linked to the February Feast with the custom of processing to
the ‘holy’ well. In 1990, the mayor invited local Cornish dance group Ros Keltek to lead a Furry
dance for the well procession. Other Cornish dance groups and musicians were invited to join
them, especially people from St Ives, but no guise costume was used – only that normally
worn for dance displays. Within ten years, this had become a largely local performance with
some support from musicians from elsewhere in Cornwall.
In 2007, a masked version of the guisers was reintroduced using the musicians and dancers
who took part in the well procession. The dancers dressed ‘mock posh’ and toured the streets
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and harbourside pubs with displays of scoot (step) dancing on the eve of Feast Day. In 2009,
the activities of the guisers were extended to Christmas events as they had previously.
Also in 2007, the Winter Solstice custom of ‘Montol’ was revived in Penzance. Hamilton Jenkin
in his book ‘Cornish Homes and Customs’ describes the guise dance processions and
performances of 1831 as ‘like an Italian carnival" and further noted that ‘everyone including
the rich and the great came masked and disguised on to the streets’. The tourist brochure ‘A
Feast of Festivals 2013’ describes it as an “annual festival in Penzance (which) celebrates the
Midwinter Solstice. At its heart are the old Cornish Christmas traditions of guising, mummers
plays, fire, lit beacons and the Lord of Misrule. The community and visitors are invited to join
the masked and costumed lantern and torchlit processions to ancient Lescudjack Hillfort. The
evening in St John’s Hall is filled with Cornish dance, music and other entertainment.”
Going back to my original ‘west of Tamar’ comment and question ‘is there anything notatable
which might comprise a set ‘guise dance’? The answer is still as crystal clear as muddy water!
I commented in 1994 upon visiting Padstow for May Day, that there was no coherent ‘dance’
and, although I saw two girls ‘rehearse’ some sort of step evolution in a side street where I
happened to have lunch, the same pair failed to reproduce the same in the procession. Make it
up as you go along seemed to be the theme! YouTube too serves up a poisoned chalice of
options. Both Bagas Porthia based in St Ives, and the Turkey Rhubarb band in Penzance head
their own town processions today.
Using YouTube as a ‘research tool’, in 2007, I found Bagas Porthia with Dave and Dee
Brotherton heading a dance troupe Tros-an-Treys into a wooden-floored bar. The dancers file
on in a circle, form a line, jump forward and back twice, before launching into a simple
step/scoot dance routine, all to a polka rhythm.
From 2009 onwards, the Turkey Rhubarb band treat us to videos of their activity at St Ives,
Newlyn and Penzance with something more coherent. Their band comprises a mixture of
drums, melodeons, mandolins, violins, banjo and saxophone, all masked and led by an
‘umbrella man’.
One clip from January 2013 shows them processing outside and ultimately into The Swordfish
Inn at Newlyn to a tune similar to ‘The King of the Fairies’. Once inside, they perform a set
dance with a promenade round in pairs, stars or rounds figure, arches, and clap hands.
Another clip, taken in the outside ‘performance area’ at Tate St Ives, shows a female ‘spirit’
addressing/challenging Penglaz (a hooden figure carrying a horse’s skull) rather in the manner
of the teaser at Padstow May Day, accompanied by the band led by a bagpipe player at
Allantide in October 2009.
Another performance by the ‘St Ives Guisers’ shows more of a nondescript country dance with
masked performers who may or may not be wearing taps on their shoes, using circle left and
right figures, individuals dancing singly in pairs doing all manner of chassez movements and
serpentine figures (where all hold hands with the leader processing with the chain at whim)
once more to a band playing a polka.
In conclusion, Cecil Sharp, Mary Neal and ultimately Roy Dommett and Lionel Bacon have
spoiled us in giving a template for Morris by which to measure and equate other dance forms.
This does not necessarily apply where spontaneity is the key, and may include set ‘country’
dances in the way the East Anglian Molly dances have evolved. The parallel with Molly is
tempting, without the need to practise hard in church halls or scout huts in the cold dark days
of winter to attain perfection for the summer months!
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Any development of ‘guise dancing’ in
the 21st century may parallel ‘new
Molly’ seen today in Cambridgeshire
unintentionally spawned by Kent’s
Seven Champions.
There is also certainly a resurgence in
West Penwith for all things ‘celtic’
and/or
‘pagan’
whatever
the
interpretation. However, any historical
precedent for cogent ‘guise’ dance is
absent, and any ‘west of Tamar
influence’ would be hard pressed to
steer the county into accepting any
revised definition. All in all, its
progress will be interesting!
Harbourside Procession, St Ives 1984
George Frampton,
November 2013
Thanks to Sarah Crofts for her memories and photographic contributions.
Books consulted:
William Bottrell: Traditions and Hearthside Stories of
West Cornwall’ (1870–80; 3 volumes)
Lena & Donald Bray: ‘St Ives Heritage’ (1992: Truro,
Landfall)
Merv, Alison & Jowdy Davey: ‘Scoot Dances, Troyls and
Tea Treats, the Cornish Dance Tradition’ (2009:
~London, Boutle)
Merv Davey: http://www.andaras.com/merv_davey_thesis/md-thesis-App-4-8St_Ives_Guizers.pdf
Robert Hunt: Popular Romances of the West Of England,
3rd edn (1881, London)
A K Hamilton Jenkin: ‘The Story of Cornwall’ (1934:
London: Thomas Nelson)
A K Hamilton Jenkin: ‘Cornish Homes and Customs’
(1934: London, Dent)
Beryl James: ‘Cornish Faist: a selection of prize winning
dialect prose and verse from the Gorsedd of Cornwall
competitions’ (1979: Redruth, Truran)
Cyril Noall: ‘The Story of St Ives’ (2002: Redruth, Tor
Mark)

Procession, St Ives, 1984

Nettie M Pender: ‘A Short History of Mousehole’ (1970:
Penzance, Johns)

Keith Slocombe: ‘St Ives Cornwall Feast’ in English Dance & Song (Vol 41, No 1, 1979)
Douglas Williams: ‘Festivals of Cornwall’ (1987: Bodmin, Bossiney)
Sarah Crofts, personal communication, 20 November 2013
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The Flag and Bone Gang: 15 Years On
The Flag and Bone Gang ritual dance team began performing in public in 1996 and my article
describing the formation and background of the team appeared in the Tykes News Winter
1997 issue1. Some 15 or more years have elapsed and it seemed an opportune time to catch
up with the remaining founder member and leader, Jeff Garner, to assess how things have
progressed. But first let’s have a swift recap.
In the early 1990s a number of experienced dancers met to discuss ideas for a new morris
team and new style. The collective dance experience encompassed Seven Champions,
Shropshire Bedlams, Wakefield Morris Dancers, Ripon City Morris Dancers and Betty Lupton's
Ladle Laikers. However, nothing really concrete came out of these meetings, the most likely
stumbling block being the lack of “roots”, or "traditional authority", on which to base the
ideas. Enthusiasm waned and the ideas were to lie fallow for a few years.
The idea was re-energised with the appearance of a booklet written and privately published by
Paul Davenport in 19932. This publication describes a dance style based in the Holderness area
of East Yorkshire. The dances essentially belong to the winter season, as do the various
associated customs of Plough Stotting, Plough Dragging, Longsword Dancing and Mumming.
There was "no regular dance", but the main essence involved a single line of dancers
performing reels and either rattling bones ("knick knacks") or waving small flags.
Jeff Garner obtained a copy of “The Forgotten Morris” at Whitby Folk Week in 1994 and here
was something with local roots which could be developed. With the help of Dave Williams, Ted
Wolfe and me, two dances were put together; one bone dance and one flag dance which were
reasonably faithful to the brief notations provided.
As for costume, we decided against the obvious black faces and tatter jackets because there
was a strong desire to avoid any suggestion of Border Morris. We had discovered evidence of
masks being used in Plough Stot customs in the Vale of York and we opted for a hat with a
black veil as a form of disguise and a Fool Plough costume suggested the idea of arm and leg
tatters3. The black veils avoided the practical problems associated with blacking up. The
tatters were made of red satin and were originally intended to provide a unifying theme over a
shirt, trousers and shoes of any dark colour. Later it was agreed that the shirt, trousers and
shoes should be uniformly black.
As for music, we began using hornpipes played fairly slowly to fit with a relaxed single step.
With the intent of creating another unique aspect for the team, I suggested using tunes from
two music collections which originated in villages situated just a few miles from Harrogate4.
Recently, I met up with Jeff Garner over a couple of beers and asked a few questions about
the Flag and Bone Gang.
CM During some of our early discussions there was talk of forming a new team with
experienced dancers to perform at festivals. Has this continued to be an intention and, if so,
with what success?
JG Yes, this is very much what the team is about and it has been quite successful. We usually
get to two or three festivals each year and have appeared at most of the large festivals such
1 See also Morris Matters Volume 20 Number 1 (2001)
2 Forgotten Morris - An investigation into Traditional Dance in Yorkshire.
3 Plate XI "The Fool Plough", Costumes of Yorkshire, George Walker, 1814.
4 Tunes, Songs and Dances from the 1798 manuscript of Joshua Jackson, Yorkshire Dales Workshop. The Fiddler of Helperby, Dragonfly Music.
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as Sidmouth, Whitby, Chippenham, Warwick and Shepley. We have also travelled abroad
several times to the States, Canada and Europe. It has to be that way because of the number
of dance teams in the Harrogate area. Virtually all of our team are members of other sides
too, so we do a few big things each year rather than a regular crop of dance outs.
CM Trefor Owen once remarked that my own North West dancing displayed obvious Cotswold
morris roots. As you mentioned, many team members dance with other teams of different
types. Have you managed to develop a unique team style? I detect a North West influence and
the dancing appears a little more regimented in contrast to the more flowing style I originally
imagined.
JG I’m not sure about the North West influence, but you can see that as you may! People who
came into the team were keen to avoid it being a ragged or wayward team and straightness of
lines, neatness of style and similar factors were important influences and I was very happy
with this. It is very difficult to achieve a balance between accuracy and a free flowing style and
the outcome seems to be a style a little more regimented than first envisaged.
CM If you were to ask a member of, say, White Rose Morris what style of morris dance they
perform, you will (hopefully!) get the answer “Cotswold”. Ask the same question of a member
of the Flag and Bone Gang and I suspect that you are unlikely to get such a succinct reply.
Has the lack of a defining name been a problem and have you managed to avoid the Border
Morris tag?
JG We have not entirely avoided the Border morris tag. At a fairly big festival recently we did
a workshop which had been billed as a Border workshop. Some people were disappointed
when they turned up. Some people say they dance Cotswold; some say they dance Border; we
say we dance dances attached to the plough plays of the Holderness area of East Yorkshire.
It’s not too much of a mouthful, really!
CM There are a number of fertile minds in the team producing a flow of ideas for new dances
as the repertoire expands. These team members have backgrounds in other styles of dance
and some judgement must be needed to ensure this doesn’t produce a hotchpotch of
unrelated steps, styles and figures. How has this been managed?
JG I think we have managed it. There are two things there. We have a distinct “house style”
of a lolloping step to slow hornpipes which is a unifying feature and produces a particular type
of movement. Also we spent our first year working exclusively on, and immersing ourselves in,
our interpretations of the two collected traditional dances. After this grounding only then did
we start to invent. This is something I had experienced before in the formative years of
Shropshire Bedlams and Dave Williams had similar experiences with Seven Champions. In our
dances country dance figures such as rounds, reels and heys feature strongly and, hopefully,
we have just elaborated on these basics.
CM New dances seem to be based solely on flags or bones rather than drawing on the wider
body of material suggested in Paul Davenport’s second edition of the “Forgotten Morris”. Has
an opportunity been missed?
JG I’m basically happy with the way things have gone. There are other elements which could
have been included but we did narrow it down, partly for reasons of creating a tighter style as
we discussed earlier. These other features are there, so perhaps other teams could explore
and develop this in the future. The majority of Flag and Bone were not in favour of broadening
the remit, so we continued as a dance team.
CM The original reasons for adopting the veils are quite sound, but how has this worked out in
practise? The element of disguise is rather undermined when hats and veils are not worn
permanently and only donned for actual dancing. Do they cause their own problems?
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JG Yes, the veils do cause problems though we started off with a rigorous policy of remaining
fully in kit while we were performing. This was relaxed for three main reasons. Firstly it can
get very hot and humid. Secondly at big events it can be difficult to organise ourselves without
being able to easily catch someone’s eye or being able to discuss things without eye contact.
So you really have to take the hats off. And frankly you are there to enjoy yourselves so you
need to balance the losing of the mystery against the losing of the purgatory of remaining in
the hats and veils all the time.
CM Playing the bones,
especially while dancing,
is a specific skill. Has this
been a problem?
JG Yes, it is a problem.
It can take quite a while
for people to get the
hang of the bones. A real
bones player would look
at us and realise that
there
is
nothing
sophisticated about our
bones playing, but it is
still a skill that needs to
be acquired. Basically,
rattling bones like we do
Action Shot at Whitby
is like riding a two
wheeler bike. You struggle and struggle then, all of a sudden, you get it and then, once you’ve
got it, you can’t ever understand why you couldn’t do it! That process can take 3 hours or
three months depending on the dancer.
CM I don’t suppose the original dancers were expert bones players either. While on the
subject of implements, we had some initial discussions about trying to avoid the flags
becoming similar to Cotswold hankies. How has this worked out?
JG It’s not fully worked out. Two teams have experimented with these dances and both have
gone for larger flags. We use quite large flags and the other team has gone for even larger
flags. But the use of larger flags does alter the effect that you are trying to produce. The
original notes said that they waved carnival flags, so we imagine these would be of the size
that you see children waving in photos of Victorian carnivals. Though we said that we didn’t
want the flags to mime Cotswold handkerchiefs, actually the flags and hankies do fulfil the
same purpose in the sense that they accentuate the hand movements. That has worked out
well and I think that what we have produced we are happy with.
CM Have you any particular thoughts on positives and successes or negatives and failures? A
big question, I know!
JG Successes? Well, we seem to have become a team that is respected by some of teams that
we respect. In the dance world this as high an accolade as you can achieve. As for failures ….
CM You just wish you had started twenty or thirty years sooner?
JG Yes! Also the fact that we haven’t been copied. We didn’t set a trend like a lot of the dance
teams of our generation and the fact that we haven’t pulled in many younger dancers. That’s a
two part failure answer really! The fact that we have not been emulated is partly due to when
we started, which was at the back end of the wave of experimentation that started back in the
mid 1970s with teams like Shropshire Bedlams. Some of the teams that have copied them
have produced a counter-reaction back to more traditional forms amongst the younger
dancers.
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CM That goes some way towards answering my next question. Given your many festival
appearances and dance workshops, have you become aware of any more teams following in
the wake of the Flag and Bone Gang and Rattlejag Morris? I guess the short answer is “no” but
you would welcome someone picking up the threads.
JG The more successful of the teams emerging from the 1970s and 1980s experimentation
into the likes of Border and Molly had originally cut their teeth on more traditional material
and understood the traditions before they stated playing around with it. Without that
grounding it is likely that any experimentation would have become so free-form as to
disappear up its own backside within a generation. The youngsters seem to have gone back to
basics and are learning Cotswold and Sword and that’s as it should be.
CM We have just mentioned the other team (Rattlejag Morris) which has ploughed a similar
furrow to Flag and Bone. They have documented a surprising amount of interesting and
illuminating historical material on their website http://www.rattlejagmorris.org.uk/localmorris-records. This suggests a more widespread dance tradition than realised by the early
collectors. Have you been able to locate any more historical information?
JG Other than the material which
you brought to light within the
pages of your book “The Return of
the Blue Stots”, the simple answer
is “no”. This is for two reasons.
One, we have been a bit lazy
about it. The other is that we live
outside the historical area of our
dance. One thing that has become
clear over the years is how
widespread dance traditions have
been. What we have today doesn’t
represent
the
distribution
of
traditional dance in the 19th
century, but represents what the
collectors found, rather too late as
it happens, and perhaps more
importantly what they chose to
collect.
Flag and Bone Gang at Ludlow
CM Finally what does the future hold for the Flag and Bone Gang and their particular dance
style?
JG Well at the moment we are going strong, though we could do with some young members
like any team of our age and generation. The future depends upon youngsters either joining
us or emulating us. If that doesn’t happen it will all go the same way as the original tradition
as we age and fall apart.
Should anyone out there be interested in joining or emulating the Flag and Bone Gang then
why not call Jeff Garner on 01423 865086 or check web site www.flagandbonegang.org.uk.

Chas Marshall
This article, commissioned by Jim Ellison of Tykes’ News (www.tykesnews.org.uk), was
originally published in the Tykes’ News Autumn 2013.
Photos are published with thanks to the Flag and Bone Gang.
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The Lions Part – Twelfth Night
On Sunday 5 January, this event took place for the twentieth time. I really don’t know why I
had failed to go to see it before. I only heard about it because I unexpectedly bumped into
Chris Pitt, who was making his debut as one of the company. After deciding to go, I
discovered that many of my friends knew about it and some (e.g. the editor of this magazine)
had been going to it for years. But I am delighted that I have at last found it – better late
than never.
I’ll try to set the scene. The Lions Part is an eclectic company of like-minded professional
actors, who, amongst other performances, provide two free festivals a year in London. This
one, their celebration of Twelfth Night, started outside Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre on the
banks of the Thames. The programme said that they have performed in all weathers – rain,
cold, freezing and sunny – but I am glad to say that we only had to endure a slightly chilly
winter’s day. Sue Swift and I arrived about 15 minutes before it was due to start, to find a
good sized crowd had already gathered. Luckily, the aforementioned editor soon arrived, so
we had an expert to tell us what was going to happen and where.

It started with the players processing from near
The Globe to the river bank, to await the arrival
of the Holly Man by boat. The Beadle announced
what was happening, the musicians played and
we all sang ‘The Holly and the Ivy’. The boat
apparently had a bit of trouble fighting its way
against the tide, which gave us enough time to
admire the ornate costumes of some of the
players. The Holly Man then joined the throng,
covered from head to foot in holly and other
vegetation. Definitely one of the most impressive
Green Men I have even seen. We had the chance
to talk to him later in the day. And, slightly
painfully, to get close enough to find out that he
was wearing not only holly but the remains of a
Christmas tree, which has to be the best way to
reuse something that is traditionally only fit for
the scrapheap by Twelfth Night.

We then wassailed the boat, followed by wassailing The Globe. This involved the Mayor of
Southwark, Abdul Mohamed, a bowl of cider, Twelfth Bake (see below) and lots of singing and
noise. The Mayor, by the way, was almost as elaborately dressed as the mummers, in his
robes, hat and chains of office. He was involved throughout the whole event and looked like
he was enjoying every minute of it.
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The Mummers’ Play was next.
By the side of the
Thames, the mummers managed to clear enough space
to perform AND to arrange the extensive audience so as
many people as possible could see. It was refreshing
that they took the time to arrange us by height. The
play was based on the traditional combat theme, with St
George vs the Turkish Knight. There were certainly
plenty of traditional elements (death, resurrection, bad
jokes, heckling…), enlivened by wit, silliness, audience
involvement, exotic apparel, slo-mo fighting and
excellent voice projection (bliss).
And impressive
improvisation – Beelzebub asked the crowd for ideas for
subjects then delivered off-the-cuff poetry.

At the end of the play, Twelfth Bake
came into her own. She started handing
out the Twelfth Bake Cakes, explaining
that there was a gold bean in one of
them and a green pea in another.
Whoever found them would be crowned
King Bean and Queen Pea. So the cakes
were passed around – there were plenty
but I can’t tell you what they tasted like
as every time a tray came towards us, it
veered off at the last minute.
But
someone did find the pea and, after a
long wait, the bean. So the two lucky
recipients were crowned by the Lord
Mayor, with glorious gold flowery crowns.
Time for another procession. The whole company, the newly crowned Bean and Pea, and all
the audience processed off to the George Inn on Borough High Street. This is London’s only
surviving galleried coaching inn, now owned by the National Trust. Here we wassailed the Inn
(a very sensible approach to wassailing!) and were invited to tie a ribbon on the Kissing
Wishing Tree. We managed to miss the molly dancing (the lure of a pint was too hard to
resist) but did catch some of the carol singing. There was also a room packed with people
listening to storytelling with Pat Ryan.
We ended the day with a few pints and a very pleasant time sitting in the George. A fitting
end to a truly splendid event. If, like me, you have failed to hear about this event, put it in
your diaries now for 2015 and keep an eye on their website.
http://www.thelionspart.co.uk/twelfthnight/index.html
Sally Wearing
January 2014
Thanks to Sue Swift for photos.
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Morris with Tweens
Several years ago I was invited to teach morris and sword dancing at the Waldorf School of
Cape Cod (WSCC), a Rudolf Steiner school in Cotuit, MA. It was an interesting prospect: twice
weekly 40-min. classes for grades 6-8, ages 11-13. They seemed pretty young, but we
decided to give it a try. Four years later the traditional dance program is going strong and
shows every sign of continuing.
Many elements make this different from working with a morris team, but two stand out in
addition to the young age. This is not a voluntary activity; it is a class in which attendance and
participation are mandatory. And everyone is expected to have an equally active role, with no
particular favoritism shown to better dancers or those with more interest. This makes it quite
a challenge for everyone! The classes contain devotees and detractors, cut-ups and clowns,
shy kids and show-offs, bored bumblers and agile athletes. Making a team out of such a group
seems impossible on some days, while at other times it all falls into place.
Rudolf Steiner, for those unfamiliar, was an early twentieth century educator and philosopher
known for his emphasis on the synthesis of science and spirituality. The aim was to educate
young children to be not just knowledgeable but independent, imaginative, creative and
ethical. The natural world plays a major role, as do myths & stories, music, art and crafts. It is
wonderful in many ways, though like any system it has shortcomings. There are
Steiner/Waldorf schools throughout the world.
In dance education, Steiner espoused a form of movement called eurhythmy in which literary
and poetic elements are given specific movements. Eurhythmy can be dramatic and beautiful,
but for the most part the feet just walk; I expect this is why a more vigorous dance form was
added to WSCC’s curriculum. Also, plays and festivals are celebrated throughout the year,
along with regular assembly performances, and these dances add to that celebratory
atmosphere. Interestingly, many Waldorf schools seem to be turning to morris. Last year’s
6th grade medieval festival, a communal sports and performance day for area schools,
included more morris dances than anyone remembered seeing before.
Given the supportive environment
and
many performance
opportunities, WSCC is a great
place to work and try new things.
We have learned a common
repertoire of Headington dances,
Border morris a la Rogue (my
team while in the UK), longsword,
rapper, and – new this year –
Abbots
Bromley.
We
have
performed outside the school at
Cape Cod and Boston area events
including the New England Folk
Festival. The school team, Cotuit
Capers, is a flexible performing
group that forms and rehearses
independently for each outside
performance. I am pleased that
they
have
already
gained
recognition as a quality youth
team! WSCC graduates have
even
participated
in
these
performances – a testament to
building a common repertoire.

Cotuit Capers team in festive gear
Photo – Jorge Muxica
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We are very lucky to have a WSCC teacher who is also a professional violinist, and he has
quickly learned how to play for my classes. However, since he is not always available, I
also use a boom box and homemade CDs, and sometimes play 'live' while teaching. Good
music is crucial to good dancing, as we all know.
Through
this
delightful
experiment I have learned a
great deal about teaching
“tweens” and young teens.
While they love the costumes,
implements, and special roles
such
as
Fool,
not
all
immediately gravitate toward
the dance itself; many are too
concerned with how they look
or who is watching them.
Cliquish types are likely to
make fun of the movement
rather than work to improve it.

Cotuit Capers in Abbots Bromley kit - Photo Jorge Muxica
Some students, even at that age, cannot control their limbs, stand still to listen, or dance in
rhythm. The instructor must always be a step ahead, with a new dance, idea, or exercise.
Repetitive drills are unexciting but they work; however, students also need variety. We have
abandoned dances or even whole traditions when the spark isn’t igniting. I have thrown in
international folk, English country and contra dances, along with movement exercises and
games that give everyone a laugh and a break from learning specific steps and figures.
Classes have distinct personalities; they gel in different ways and prefer different dances,
although perhaps unsurprisingly, all take readily to rapper. Unlike many other dance forms,
the class size and number of students absent or injured often dictate what we can do that day.
Dances for flexible numbers are terrific; we have adapted all kinds of dances for different set
sizes, and the students have even begun to invent their own dances and figures. Good dancers
can and should be rewarded: we need callers, set captains, keepers of implements and the
like. But it’s best to give everyone a title and a job.
Teaching children has rewards well beyond just learning how to improve one’s teaching. The
joy of seeing young people working together to share these wonderful dances, and the thrill of
watching them perform with confidence, has brought me to tears numerous times. I love them
all, even the rascals! My hope is that many will join other teams as they mature, so we shall
just have to see in a few years.
Jan Elliott
January 2014
Jan Elliott began dancing morris as a teen in the 1970s, forming her own women's team when
told that it was only for men. She danced with Ha'penny Morris and Muddy River sword in
Boston, MA, and Bloxham Morris and Rogue in the UK; she currently dances with the Vineyard
Swordfish of Cape Cod and Thames Valley International, and plays concertina for the
Pinewoods Morris Men. She completed an MA at UCLA on the topic of music and dance
relations in morris, and has published articles on morris and gender. When not dancing she is
a writer and editor, independent music teacher, and performer of early music.
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If You Think Sunshine Makes You Happy, You Have Never Danced In
The Rain!
Sarum Morris visit Helsinki
The Visitor’s view
Sarum Morris is a mixed Cotswold side based in the cathedral city of Salisbury. In 2012 we
celebrated our 30th anniversary. Unfortunately there were one or two other events last year
(a diamond jubilee and a sporting event of some description) which meant that not only were
we busy, as a side, attending other peoples’ special events, but leave from work was difficult
to arrange for some of our members.
All this meant that our own ‘special event’ was
postponed until summer 2013.
In our 30 years we have done a fair bit of overseas travel as a side, to France, Ireland,
Canada and Sweden, with varying degrees of success. Having considered several locations
for another overseas tour, we decided on Finland where we could meet new friends and old.
The first thing we did was contact Helsinki Morrisers, the local side, to ask if it would be OK for
us to come and dance in their city, if they would like to join us and also if they could offer any
assistance in identifying good dance spots etc. Tony Shaw, from Helsinki Morrisers, replied to
say that they would be more than happy for us to visit and suggested dates in June or July
when Scandinavia enjoys long days and fine weather and many people take their leave.
Sarum Morris already had a number of commitments that early in the summer, so we agreed
on a 5 day visit in mid August instead.
Once the date had been agreed we booked flights and started looking for accommodation.
Helsinki is an expensive city and we looked at hostels, rather than hotels. The members of
Sarum Morris have utilised various forms of accommodation over the years including
communal indoor camping, so we are quite happy to share rooms. We found a hostel with 2
rooms large enough for all of us with a ‘boys’ dorm’ and a ‘girls’ dorm’. Erotajanpuisto Hostel
was perfect – very central and relatively quiet, if a little ‘basic’. The cost, per person, for five
nights, was not much more than the cost per night in down-town hotels.
As always with a Morris tour there is a balance to be
achieved between dancing and personal time for sightseeing. Having arrived on the Thursday afternoon we had
that evening and Friday daytime ‘free’ to go sight-seeing.
This gave us the opportunity to find our bearings and
explore our own interests. That evening we were invited to
meet with members of Helsinki Morrisers at ‘Finnbrits', a
language school cum social centre that they use as a base
and practice venue.
Our friends from Stockholm, Eken Morris, had also flown in
to spend the weekend with us. Sarum were itching to
dance so we walked to a local park and did a few dances
before we all went our separate ways with a promise of
meeting the next morning to dance in earnest.
Saturday‘s dancing was affected by the weather, which closed in as we walked from the first
venue to the second. Fortunately we were passing a lakeside café with a large covered
terrace, so with a little negotiation and furniture rearrangement the dancing continued to a
small audience of hardy locals. The evening meal was provided by ‘Sinki Morrisers and
consisted of local specialities and traditional foods all of which were delicious. In true Morris
fashion we sang for our supper (after we had eaten) and the exchange of songs and music
continued until late. The weather was kinder to us on Sunday and we danced in a variety of
locations in the downtown areas of Helsinki.
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Our final full day was spent with Sarum Morris making a day trip to Tallin. Again the weather
intervened with a wet arrival and damp first spot in the Town Hall Square. But, a couple of
hours later the sun came out and having had some free time to explore this beautiful city, our
afternoon spot was blessed with sunshine and huge crowds.
Wherever Sarum have travelled as a side, our experience has been greatly enhanced by
collaborating with the local side or sides and this trip was no exception. Helsinki Morrisers
were amazingly generous with their time and hospitality. We hope that dancing with Sarum
Morris enthused and inspired them and that they might consider a return visit to Salisbury in
the future.
And the title motto?
Was
written on the inside of a
cider bottle lid opened on our
first evening, and seemed to
sum up our trip beautifully.
Lynne Dominy
Sarum Morris
October 2013

Thanks to Chris Cox for
photos used in these articles.
Sarum Morris

The Host’s View
Many a day of dancing has been ruined by the weather, which in the western world surely
means rain. Ironically in the far north, in which Helsinki just about resides, this can mean
either during the warming between stable freezing temperatures and slush, or at the end of
summer it's the onset of steady grey skies and relentless downpours. Getting the programme
right depends a lot on good luck, meteorologically.
By contrast, the Roughly 13th Arctic Morris Ale, held this year in Finland with usual Swedish
guests Eken Morris and joined by Sarum to supplement the local Helsinki Morrissers, had only
one afternoon of modest inclemency to contend with. Rising to the challenge is the traditional
way of dealing with such problems, and this rather haphazard gathering of 40-odd dancers
and musicians managed to overcome the threat, in no small part due to some fortunate
furnishings.

Knowing that rain was on the way, the

Mainly Eken Morris with two from Jonkoping team

local organisers just prayed for a delay
in the downpour, time enough to
complete a 5-stop tour of the hinterland
of the central city. Most tourists spend
their time downtown, but both Sarum
and Eken had had the chance to see and
dance at the more central locations like
Esplanadi and the nearby Market
Square. So this mini Ale started at
Helsinki's version of Red Square,
Hakaniementori, a large open market
area ¾ km north of the centre and the
epicentre
of
the
flagging
Social
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Democrat party and a lot of their supporting trade union offices. On the edge of the hippest
corner of town, Kallio, this is the square where the lefter parties also start their May Day
parade into the centre, a last vestige of the strong socialist marching tradition that has now all
but died out in Finland. Also local to this venue is the hostelry apparently dedicated to our
interest, the very rough-and-ready, hard-drinking pub called 'Morris'!
Preparing to walk the 1½ km to finish the dance programme outside the new Music Centre,
the sizeable group stuttered to a halt at Piritta Cafe on the shores of the sea inlet known as
Töölönlahti as the rain started to come down in swathes. But, as the picture on the previous
page shows, furniture was easily cleared to the sides of the outdoor terrace, and the show was
able to carry on - here Eken Morris are doing just so. After nearly an hour of dancing and a
further 20 minutes walking, somewhat dampened only, the gang was able to set up under
cover outside the glamorous multi-glazed, green, glass creation that is the Music Centre. Now
on the very edge of the centre, and opposite the Parliament building, the crowd was more
numerous despite the drizzle, including a lot of tourists who are always ripe for a spectacle!
For a small organising group (only 7 dancers available on the day compared with Sarum's 15),
having a large number of visitors is as exciting as it is demanding. Eken Morris have visited
Helsinki 5 or 6 times earlier as part of the Arctic Morris Federation, a highly informal
association comprising just these 2 groups, and staging smaller, exchange days-of-dance
where passing guest dancers have often joined. Even these roughly annual meetings take time
to put together, but many memories forged over the 20 years still resound, adding to the
collective 'group glow' that binds a side together. This time, with double the normal numbers,
targets were higher and memories more vivid: of sitting down with nearly 40 people in the
evening trading songs and doubtful jokes around the dining tables, jamming between the
massed ranks of melodeons (or should that be diatonic accordians?) when none are played on
the local morris scene, manoevering the whole gang through the crowds on the second day of
dance when a pop-up restaurant event filled the town centre.
For far-flung members of the morris world the pleasures of hosting a native side are great.
Even the hangers-on give a new perspective from the sides of a functional side! This event
boasted 2 extremes of the diaspora. Jim Hales from the classic American all-male Greenwich
Village Morris, regaling the audience through the day with a selection of solo gigs, as well as a
number of mighty good songs in the evening. At the other end of the scale were two members
of an embryonic Swedish side, resplendent in their newly purchased kit (sturdy leather bell
pads, authentic 2½ inch bells and black breeches). Lacking ready access to local gatherings,
let alone ales, this is the place where new dances and new traditions are viewed live and
sometimes learned (Sarum are hot on Ilmington at present), tips are traded and distinctions
compared. As ever, for the average audience these differences go unnoticed, but make up the
rich pageant of display that even a modest gathering of three different sides can put on.
Most foreign sides include a mix of locals and ex-pats (Helsinki has 2 Americans, 2 Dutch as
well as 3 Brits, a Kiwi and a minor raft of local Finns) so there's plenty of variety of
background and motivation for visiting dancers to swop and to compare. For new sides, such
as the nascent group from Jönköping in Sweden, these exchanges give a taste of the
pleasures of international cooperation, as well as a fillip in overcoming initial organisational
frustrations! In fact, having now fully recovered from the stresses involved in putting on a
voluntary social project such as this, it's very hard not to see these cross-border gatherings as
anything but win-win opportunities for guests and hosts. So, what do you say Sarum?
Antony Shaw
Helsinki Morris
October 2013
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American Travelling Morrice Tour in Yorkshire,
July/August 2013 and Some Other Things
Yes, indeed - in addition to foisting some of our less glorious things (like McDonald's) onto the
rest of the world, we Americans know a good thing when we see it. And Morris dancing is
certainly one of those things! So then, what do we do? We import it (some might say we
steal it) and make it our own, or perhaps only our version of it. And then, what happens?
American Morris dancers go to England to dance. And our eyes are opened.
This is a personal bloviation about the American Travelling Morrice's 2013 summer tour in
Yorkshire. First, though, a VERY brief sketch of Morris history in the States (more or less
accurate) for those who might not know anything about this:
There has been Morris in America, in a way less organized fashion than now, since early in the
20th century in some form or other. In the 20s and 30s (maybe even earlier), there was a
period of time when, for some reason, English women came to the US to take jobs teaching
Physical Education in our schools. Part of what they taught to the kids was Morris dancing.
The Country Dance and Song Society, formed in 1915, taught Morris, sword and English
country dancing in classes and, since 1930, at their summer camp called Pinewoods. Most
people before the "Teams" era in the US learnt there and first got exposed to Morris there.
But in 1968 there was a bonafide Morris Team formed (the Village Morris Men) up in New York
City (NYC) by an excellent dancer and musician (Eric Leber who himself had gone to England
to dance) which functioned like typical British teams do, which is to say that we practised hard
every week, we went out and danced on the streets of NYC, we drank beer in the bars. This
had never happened over here before. That team only lasted 2+ years (people moved away),
and was a very fine dancing team.
But then in 1973, the Binghamton (NY) Morris Men was formed up by an alumnus of the
Village Morris Men; and with their dancing being seen both at Pinewoods Camp and on the
streets of NYC, in addition to dancing locally a lot and in coincidence with other simultaneous
efforts elsewhere, the impetus was let loose and the great Collective Morris Energy was finally
able to be focused by various individuals, both men and women, who then formed their own
local teams starting in fall of 1974.
So, team dancing as known in Britain only really began over here in 1973. It is currently a
growing concern with the 2nd generation of dancers now in full bloom. There are more
womens' teams than mens'. All are vibrant.
The American Travelling Morris (ATM) was formed in 1976, initially consisting of Morris men
and musicians from 2 teams (Binghamton and New Cambridge from Boston) and has danced
for a week each summer since then, primarily in locations throughout the US East Coast plus
one year in California and a previous trip to the Cotswolds in '06. We are a "Tart" team (I
learned that term from Jenny Howard of Bedfordshire Lace!) currently composed of likeminded folks, many with similar Morris teaching roots, from around the US plus a few errant
Brits whose presence we consider necessary with their lovely British accents and adorably
magnificent British peculiarities! Their presence, among many other things, makes us feel
slightly more "authentic" in our Morris efforts. And they keep coming back because they enjoy
the spirit and the quality of the dancing.
In July/August of 2013 the ATM travelled to Yorkshire for our tour. For many of us, it was a
return to England to dance again; but for the others, it was their first experience dancing in
England. It feels difficult to explain to a Brit what it is like to Morris dance in England as an
American with only the American Morris experience as background. I had this experience as a
Young Man in late spring of 1973 with the first American side ever to dance in England, and it
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changed my life. I went to Thaxted and there I saw the Garstang Men (Squired by founder
Roger Edwards).
I had never seen NW Morris, and they were STUNNING!
Such an
outrageous kit! Such noise from their clogs echoing off the ancient buildings and 12th century
stone streets! Such an outrageous kit! And such singing in the pubs! The hair on the back of
my neck stood up, literally. I went to Bampton and hung out with the Shergold side under the
tutelage of the late Michael Blanford (Cambridge MM, London Pride MM, Travelling Morrice
[TM], ATM). We camped in orchards. We learned about the pubs! I came home a changed
man.
Part of the motivation for the ATM going back to England was to give our Young Men this same
sort of experience. This was partly a selfish motivation because some of us knew that, once
they had had this experience, they would be unable to escape the MorrisGravity. It seems
important for the "veteran" dancers to help the younger guys understand the MorrisGravity
and why it is so vitally important to just give in to it.
The entire tour in all its functional aspects was organized by Cecil Laughlin of (Nottingham)
Foresters Morris Men, TM and ATM who did this yeoman's work basically all by himself.
Stateside organization involved designing posters and handouts (Thank you, Mr. Klosky1),
coordinating flights and airport pick-ups, and collecting from within the group some money for
the Financial Assistance Fund to help poorer men or younger men (who by definition have no
money at all) be able to afford the trip. We had a very good cost model that showed us the
trip would cost each person about $2300. That's a crap ton of money. We needed a large
fund. As a policy, ATM members are not "allowed" to say that they cannot attend any of our
tours simply because he/she cannot afford to do so. We will make it happen for them. We're
good at that.
We arrived and were handed a 10-day Morris Tour quite literally on a silver platter. Can you
imagine? We danced 8 days, took most of one day off (sort of) which we always do in order
to run a good solid practice. We met up with the Flag and Bone Gang and the Richmond on
Swale Morris Men and shared stands with them. And we met many other Morris people from
all sorts of other teams. We were camped in Sedburgh (Howgills Bunk Barn), and travelled
west into Lancashire and east as far as Richmond; we spent one whole day travelling by steam
(literally, on the historic railway at Oxenhope); we danced at the highest pub in England
(reference to altitude only, please!); and we basked in the unbelievably beautiful countryside
of the Yorkshire Dales and the Lake District.
We were met by generous crowds curious to see American Morris dancers. The onlookers
were, I think, surprised to see such "good dancing" by the Americans (and please - I don't
mean to brag here, but that was the response). We met up with old friends (like Jenny who
travelled up to see us), and the pubs were excellent! Of course, the British feature the best
beer in the entire world, and we sampled copious amounts of it.
It is difficult to pick out a favorite spot or situation because everywhere we went was new and
exciting, and also OLDE. "OLDE" is big for some of us. It's entirely possible (since you all live
it every day of your lives) that Brits might not fully understand that, to Americans who are
attuned to it, all of England is basically an archive, at least so it seems to us. In England,
History informs us at every turning. In this way, EVERYTHING is a revelation of some sort.
We looked all day every day at sheep in sweeping and endless fields laced with ancient craggy
stone walls. Those same scenes were there to be seen hundreds of years ago, maybe more.
We were driving on tiny little roads, quite unsuitable for large, fast autos, yet those roads
have been in use since Roman times, and who is about to change them? There was always
something to see and to contemplate and to steady us.
It was also very sobering to see in every town or village the WW I monuments, for example,
with the writing in stone or bronze detailing the wasteful loss of life, still personal to the
villagers. Someone told me that England lost 50% of the male population during that conflict.
1

See Morris Matters Volume 32, Number 2 page 11 for his poster
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Here we were in England Morris dancing, drinking beer and having total fun, and these
sobering monuments were everywhere absolutely screaming at us.
Americans cannot even begin to comprehend the experience that those monuments
commemorate.
And some unusual things happened: We crashed a wedding in Carlisle Cathedral and danced
for the happy couple; we danced for the Mayor of Richmond, all decked out in his medallion,
and got his wife to do Bonny Green Garters in her high heels; The Town Crier with his bell
announced us in Sedburgh (they actually have an official functioning Town Crier!); one of us
was drafted to be a judge for the Yorkshire Pudding competition at the George and Dragon in
Hudswell - what the hell did our guy know about Yorkshire Pudding, and in Yorkshire, even?
But of course, as in everything we all do, the people we meet are the most interesting aspect
of so many interesting things. Such gracious and welcoming people live there, and with their
own different perspectives on so many things in life. As an American travelling in England, it
can be easy to forget that we are in Europe. We are deceived by the similar language, and we
might think it to be the same language even though it is not really the same language in
important ways. As a result, we can make assumptions we shouldn't make. We can easily
embarrass ourselves. But we know England in our minds and in our hearts. And in addition to
many other things, we share the bond of Morris dancing, this crazy thing we all do. We realize
as a result of dancing over there that we are really just borrowing your tradition. We might
think it is ours, too, and in a way it is. We have made it so, or so we believe. But there is a
distinct air of authenticity about seeing the Morris in England.
The truth is that dancing in England helps us as Americans understand many things - the
beauty of the whole social pub scene making us desperately wish we had something similar in
our own country; the way the local Teams fit into their communities and the value of that; the
absolute and unhesitating expectation of the audience (unusual for us) that of course they'll
put money into the HAT! We understand that Morris dancing is basically the same here or
there, that we do it for the same reasons. And then we go home realizing that maybe we
aren't quite as smart as we thought we were, that we should be so lucky to have such beauty
of landscape and richness of tradition and history surrounding us. And we long as a people for
that certain sense of stability that the passing of Time - History - gives the British.
But we also realize that we can dance every bit as well, and that, for what it's worth, feels
really good!
If interested, the ATM website (http://www.americantravellingmorrice.org) has our complete
2013 Yorkshire tour schedule as well as information about previous tours, and some photos
and videos of those past tours.
John Dexter:
Founder of Binghamton Morris Men, American Travelling Morrice and Bouwerie Boys
Morris Dancers
November 2013
Editor’s note – if you’re interested in more about American Morris there is a good review in
Morris Matters, Volume 22, Number 2 by Rich Holmes entitled “Pre-1980's Morris in North
America”
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And so to 2014 . . . Long Lankin buffs up his crystal balls
Like most others, the turn of the year is traditionally the time the Lankin clan look back on
what the old year has brought us and forward on what might be coming. Of course Morris,
being a tradition, is more focused on looking back than forward and is largely based on a
number of fixed events (Plough Monday, May Day, Sidmouth Folk Festival), so predicting what
will happen over the coming year has only a limited appeal.
Life of course is a bit like a Morris dance: you take two double steps forward and four singles
back, you put yourself through all sorts of contortions, changing places and dodging in and
out, only to end up back where you started. It all made sense at the time but afterwards you
are left wondering what was the point of it all.
I suppose that is why we like to have
predictions for the coming year. We know that certain things will happen and we can plan for
them or, in the case of visits from Great Aunt Elisha, how to avoid them. If you expect the
worst you won’t be surprised when it happens and you will have your cover story all prepared
for the inevitable police investigation. Whenever Uncle Amos danced a Morris jig he always
envisaged the worst thing that could happen. Of course it never did happen so no matter how
dreadful the performance he always came off thinking he had done rather well.
If the worst does happen then you can look back and trace the inevitability of the events and
console yourself that it was all predicted and there was nothing you could have done to
prevent it. It was Fate that made the ladder slip, not the fact that Cousin Barnabas kicked the
foot away. Serious predictions cannot be made by just anyone: either you have to be an
expert on the subject, spend years studying the topic, noting trends and patterns, building a
reputation for insight & accurate analysis; or you grow your hair long, wear outlandish cloths,
listen to strange music, talk a load of popular rubbish and call yourself a seer or prophet.
That’s the trouble with predictions, they are often worded so vaguely that they could mean
almost anything and people only read the actual event into it after it has happened.
Nostradamus of course predicted most things. This for example some people believe is his
prediction of Hurricane Katrina and the New Orleans floods of 2005: “The cities of Tours,
Orleans, Blois, Angers, Reims and Nantes are troubled by sudden change. Tents will be pitched
by (people) of foreign tongues; Rivers, darts at Rennes, shaking of land and sea.”
Well “Orleans” is in there (although that could be the one in France) but there was no shaking
of land or sudden changes reported in the other cities – did I miss the darts tournament in
Rennes?
Be that as it may, everybody else has made predictions for 2014 so the Lankins
might as well add their pennyworth. My cousin, Zilpah Lankin, has inherited Old Bertha’s
habit of muttering vague threats; what they predict we will not know until this time next year
by which time it will all be so obvious it will not be worth explaining anyway.
In summer there will be a great squeezing and burning of strings until even the cat cries out.
Maurice will rise higher and travel freely about the countryside to the great amazement of
some and the bemusement of many.
Bells will walk the streets like a monstrous centipede, yet the bats will stay in the belfries and
nothing much will come of it in the end.
After St Jude’s day the country will burn and even the sky will be filled with fire.
Something new will arise and be acclaimed by many while something old will be missed and
lamented
There will be great falling out and an even greater coming together so that, bye and bye the
circle will be unbroken

The bottle will be emptied and all will be darkness. . .
At this point Zilpah keeled over in a drunken stupor. The one thing I can predict with accuracy
is that the editor won’t pay me for the bottle of malt whisky (mine!) that she consumed before
I got these predictions out of her.
Long Lankin, January 2014
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Folk Dancing by The English Folk Dance Society:
A Display in The Bishop’s Garden, Norwich 1926.
The East Anglian Film Archive was the first regional film archive in Britain and was established
in 1976. Since 1984 it has been run by the University of East Anglia and in 2003 moved to
the newly built Norfolk Archive Centre, at County Hall, Norwich. There they hold over 7,500
hours of film and 15,000 hours of video tape for educational purposes. Recently much of this
has been digitised. One of these items is Cat. 452: Norwich, Norfolk, 1926 [Folk Dancing and
Pageant] and to quote the summary in their database “A film showing a display by the English
Folk Dance Society followed by the Norwich Pageant of 1926.”1
The two films are now available on the internet as a result of an initiative from Norwich HEART
(Heritage, Economic and Regeneration Trust) called the Digital Heritage Project. This involved
working in partnership with two major film archives, from both sides of the channel; the East
Anglian Film Archive and the Rouen (a city twinned with Norwich) Pôle Image HauteNormandie made possible with European Union funding.
To access these films, go to http://www.archivealive.org/ .On the home page, in the drop
down menus, for location select Norwich, and for dates select 1920s. This will bring up both
films. By additionally selecting ‘Leisure’ under the theme menu, only the Folk Dancing will
appear and changing this to ‘Events’ then only the Pageant will appear.
The Pageant can be exactly dated to 21st-24th July 1926.2 It was staged by Nugent Monck, the
founder and director of the Maddermarket theatre, which was the first permanent recreation of
an Elizabethan theatre in England and notable in Morris circles for being sited opposite St John
Maddermarket churchyard, whose wall was leapt over by Will Kemp when nearing the end of
his famous morris dance from London.
Indeed the theatre proudly sports a plaque
commemorating the feat. The purpose of the Pageant according to the programme was “to
remind the Citizens of Norwich of what they owe to past generations for the gradual
development of the City from its early and crude state to what we find to-day; to keep alive
the memory of great men from the humblest to the highest; to welcome visitors to our City;
(and) to make the beauties of Norwich better known.” It was held at the Newmarket Road
Ground where a specially built arena, seating 2,000 people was erected and six performances
were given between Wednesday and Saturday. It is possible that the Folk Dance display took
place at the same time, although the venue, in the Bishop’s Garden in the grounds of Norwich
Cathedral was separate and so far, searches of the newspapers of that date have not brought
anything to light.
Morris dancing was mentioned in the Pageant.
During Episode 7 of the Pageant,
commemorating the visit of Queen Elizabeth I to Norwich in 1578, there was an “Interlude of
Kempe Dancing his NINE DAYS MORRIS FROM LONDON TO NORWICH”. Morris dancing also
appears in Episode 10 which was “A thanksgiving for the Suppression of the Rebellion, Sept
1745”. The cast included “SNAP & WHIFFLERS”. Snap was the dragon (still to be seen in the
Castle Museum) that attended the Lord Mayoral procession and the Whifflers were officials
who would clear a path for the procession, as they did for Kemp back in 1600.
There is a small bit of film of Snap and the Whifflers, although no morris dancing. However,
the script in the programme for this included an old man entreating the crowd to enjoy
themselves in the old way for “the old times and old steps are in our blood. Let us never
forget them. Come Morris-men, dance first round the pole for luck”. The stage instructions
then call for the morris dance “Green Garters”, before the children’s Maypole dance. Since
Nugent Monck included a real collected dance in his Pageant, it is possible that he also invited

1 http://db.eafa.org.uk
2 “Norwich Pageant 21st-24th July 1926 Produced by Nugent Monck. Pamphlet in the Norfolk Heritage Centre in the Millennium Library, Norwich.
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the English Folk Dance Society to give a display at the time of the Pageant, although it may
have been co-incidental that these two events took place in the same year.
It is the film of the dance display that is of real interest to the Morris world.1 There are 21
short clips of male and female demonstration teams as well as displays of folk dancing, rarely
lasting more than five seconds for each dance. It was performed in the Bishop’s garden, with
views of the ruins of Bishop Salmon’s porch glimpsed in the background, all taking place in
glorious weather. The event was well attended and appreciated and it is a pity that there is no
sound. The demonstration teams dance impressively and although there are only very short
sections of each dance, I have attempted to identify each of the dances and list them as
follows. The numbers refer to the timing of the film in seconds. It starts after 8 seconds of
titles.
Women’s Display Side. (0.08) This looks like Eynsham, with a cross apart and caper and the
start of a corner movement. It is probably Brighton Camp since this was the only dance Sharp
published, but the start of the corner movement does not follow the back to back that Sharp
recorded so this may be a different dance.
Country Dance Team. (0.14) Here four men and four women are facing in line for a reel and
start to dance a reel for eight.
Men’s Display Side. (0.19) Six men with no handkerchief or sticks facing each other, arms
akimbo and stepping. This is The Morris Reel from Headington.
Country Dance Team. (0.26) This is a four couple set moving up to the music before breaking
to a forward and back move and then turning their partners clockwise to the other side.
Women’s Display Side. (0.33) This is the end of a hey before a half gyp and then the start of
a screw left. This could be Old Black Joe, Badby since the arm movements are out to the side
with circles forward finishing with circles inward at head level.
Men’s Display Side. (0.41) The men are performing Glorishears, Bledington with 4 upright
capers (the Sherborne type splitters as described by Sharp in Morris Book V).
Women’s Display Side. (0.49) This is a short stick dance (one of the only two stick dances
that were filmed). The sticks are held high for the hey and then low for the back to back. It is
double step with 2 cross back steps feet together jump. It is performed well and with good
lines.
Mass Dancing for all. (0.56) Here the display dancers are amongst dancers from the audience
with everyone performing a right hand star and a left hand star.
Country Dance Team. (1.03) Here we see two couples performing a right hand turn, ladies
chain and then left hand turn.
Men’s Display Side. (1.09) This is a Brackley stick dance with some active and impressive
stick twirling. After passing right shoulders, all six turn in before striking dibs and butts and
facing up with a clash. In this final clash a stick breaks.
Country Dance Team. (1.14) This is in a longways formation for 8 couples with partners
processing up the set before turning out and down one position before swinging their partner
– it is most probably the Nottingham Swing.
Men’s Display Side. (1.31) We are back to Glorishears in this excerpt with 3 couples
performing the leapfrog and all are about to hook into the hey when the clip ends.
1 http://www.archivealive.org/video/index/id/229
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Here the camera pans over the whole scene with many sets

Men’s Display Side. (1.45) This is the end of a rounds with Fore Capers (beetle–crushers)
before the set goes into a hey in what looks like Fieldtown and what is probably The Rose.
Women’s Display Side. (1.54) This is a very short clip but we appear to be back with the first
Eynsham style dance that started off the film with the side facing up before performing a
cross-apart-caper to turn down.
Men’s Display Side. (1.58) This is a handkerchief dance corner dance which is probably a
version of Longborough. There is a foot up with hands held high and circling forward (hand
movements that now would be regarded as Bledington) with a turn out (galley) and face in
with a jump and then the first corners approach and jump and turn away (right shoulder back)
and galley back to place. This could be Old Trunkles which by 1926 had not been published
but did exist in a Sharp manuscript form.
Men’s Display Side. (2.07) This excerpt starts with double rounds (Wheatley?); after a
clockwise rounds there is a snatch and the men jump out of the rounds before returning back
with 4 sets of double stepping.
Country Dance Team. (2.15) Here the demonstration group of six couples are performing the
Circassian Circle.
Men’s Longsword Side. (2.24) For the first time we see a musician, a female concertina
player, who is the musician for a Longsword dance.
Country Dance Team. (2.31) This involves two circles of 3 dancers (two women and a man
and two men and a woman) circling before going into a reel of 3.
Country Dance Team. (2.37) The final shot is of 7 couples processing up towards some
musicians, seen in the distance.
The quality of the film is good and so is the dancing, giving an interesting insight into the way
the Morris revival was evolving after the First World War. It is well worth a look.
Jonathan Hooton
September 2013
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